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TO construct large sets of disjoint STS(3n) (i.e., LTS(3n)), we introduce a new 
kind of combinatorial designs. Let S be a set of n elements. If  x E S, we denote an 
n x n square array on S by A,, if for every w E S\(x) the following conditions are 
satisfied: A, = Ia~‘l(x z E S), IX) _ a,, - x, a::# w, (1) _ (Xl _ a,, -a,, -5 and 
(a~~,:‘zrE)={a:x,‘IyES)=S. LetjE(1,2), A’=[al’;‘](y,zES) be a Latin 
square of order n based on S with n parallel transversals including the diagonal 
one. Two squares A, and A,, on the same S are called disjoint, if u$ # a:” 
whenever .Y, z E S\(x, x’); two squares A, and A’ on the same S are called disjoint, 
if a:’ # a:’ whenever y, z E S\(x); and two squares A’ and A 2 on the same S are 
called disjoint, if a”’ # a’*] whenever y  # z. It is a set of n + 2 pairwise disjoint 
squares A, (x runs Ger $1 A ’ and A2 on S as mentioned above that is very useful 
to construct LTS(3n), and such a set we denote by LDS(n). The essence in the 
relation between LDS(n) and LTS(3n) is the following theorem which is established 
in the Section 2: 
THEOREM. If there exist both an LDS(n) and an LTS(n t 2), then there exists 
an LTS(3n) also. 
The set of integers n for which LDS(n) exist is denoted by D. In the other parts 
of this paper, the following results are given: 
(1) If  nED, and q=2” (a is an integer greater than l), or 
qE(5,7,11,19),thenqnED. 
(2) If  p” is a prime power, p > 2 and p” E D, then 3p” E D. 
(3) If  q is a prime power greater than 4 and 1 f  n E D, then 1 t qn E D. 
(4) If  I is a nonnegative integer, then 7 + 121 E D and 5 + 8r E D. 
1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
We continue our study of the large sets of disjoint Steiner triple systems 
here (see [2]). A Steiner triple system of order v (briefly, STS(u)) on S is a 
pair (S, 9), where 1 S 1 = u and where 9 is a set of 3-subsets of S (called 
triples) such that any two elements of S are contained in exactly one triple of 
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9. It is well known that a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
existence of an STS(V) is u E 1 or 3 (mod 6). Two STS(V) on the same set 
are called disjoint if they share no triples. We denote by D(u) the maximum 
number of pairwise disjoint STS(U), it is easy to show that D(V) < u - 2 for 
v > 1. When D(v) = v - 2, we call any set of v - 2 pairwise disjoint STS(v), 
a large set of disjoint STS(v) and denote it by LTS(v). In this paper, the only 
case we consider is v E 3 (mod 6), which can be expressed as v = 3n, where 
n is an odd number. If n = I,3 (mod 6), we may construct an LTS(3n) from 
an LTS(n) by using the theorem which was first published by Teirlinck [3]. 
If n = 1 (mod 4), we may construct an LTS(3n) from an LTS((3n - 1)/2) by 
using Rosa’s theorem [4]. The purpose of this paper is to search for methods 
of constructing LTS(3n) for the cases in which both of these theorems [3,4] 
will not be applied. 
We shall use the transversal design which occurs frequently in the 
literature on block designs. A transversal design T(k, n) is a triad (X, .Y’, @), 
where X is a set of kn elements, F = {Gi 1 i E Z} (Z is an indexing set of 
cardinality k) is a partition of X into k n-subsets Gi (called groups), and @ is 
a class of k-subsets of X (called blocks) such that I.4 n Gil = 1 for each 
block A and group Gi, and for any pair of distinct elements which belong to 
different groups, there is a unique block A containing this pair. It is well 
known that the existence of a transversal design T(k, n) is equivalent to the 
existence of k - 2 mutually orthogonal Latin squares of order n. In what 
follows, we shall use an expression B E @ to denote the fact that the subset 
B of X is contained in some block of a, namely, there is a block A such that 
BcA and AECPI. 
We denote by Z, the cycle of residue mod n. Let I,, denote the set of 
nonnegative integers smaller than n, e.g., I, = {0, 1,2,3,4}. Let F4 denote 
the finite field with q elements (q is a prime power), F,* = F,\{O). 
Throughout this paper, g is a fixed primitive root of F,. We shall use 
Cartesian product sets constantly, for instance, 
where x, y, and z are called first, second, and third coordinates of (x, y, z), 
respectively. 
2. LD(n) AND LTS(3n) 
Now, we introduce a kind of combinatorial designs which will be 
important for us. Let X be a set of n elements. We denote a set consisting of 
n + 2 sets YX (x runs over X), -9’ and Y* of ordered triples or ordered 
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quadruples of X by LD [X] or LD(n) (occasionally LD), if the following 
conditions (C I )-(C,) are satisfied: 
(C,) Each 9X consists of ordered triples of the set q{x}. Each of the 
P’ and Y* consists of ordered quadruples of the set X. 
Both the ordered triples in .P1(x E X) and ordered quadruples in 9j 
(j = 1,2) will be called blocks. Let x E X, adjoining 9X we define a set of 
triples fl, as follows: Q, = {{(go, x0), (g’, x,), (2, x2)} I (x0,x,, x2) E %I, 
and the second condition is 
(C,) For any x E X, (E;4* x (x\{x}), Yx, a,) forms a transversal 
design T(3,n-l),where~~={{z}x(X\{x})(zEF~}. 
Again, adjoining each Yj (j = 1,2), we define a set of quadruples @j as 
follows: @ = 11 go, x0), (g’, x1), (g*, x2), (0, x3)) I (x0, x1, x2, x3) E @I and 
the third condition is; 
(C,) For any j E (1,2], (F., XX, .%‘, @) forms a transversal design 
T(4,n), where r= {{z) xX[zEF,,}. 
The other conditions are: 
(C,) There exists an element co E X such that for arbitrary x E X and 
j E { 1,2}, (x, x, x, co) belongs to 4pj. 
(C,) For any ordered triple (x0, x, , x2) of the set X, either there exists 
x such that (x0,x, ,x2) E ip,, or there exists x3 and j such that 
(XOJIJ2JJ~9j. 
Sometimes we may have to deai with a number of LD’s at the same time, 
in such cases, in order to distinguish, then we may mark the notations with 
circumflex or subscripts 1, 2 as $a) P’, Y{, and Y(. 
Since there exists no T(4,2) and T(4,6), hence both LD(2) and LD(6) do 
not exist. It is easy to see that there exists no LD(3) either. We shall denote 
by D the set of integers n for which LD(n) exist. For convenience, define 
1 E D. We leave it to the reader to check that the existence of an LD(n) is 
equivalent to the existence of an LDS(n) detined in the abstract. From the 
following theorem which soon will be proved, one may see the relation 
between LD(n) and LTS(3n): 
THEOREM 1. Zf there exist both an LD(n) and an LTS(2 + n), then there 
exists an LTS(3n) also. 
Because of this theorem, we shall make a great effort to investigate the 
existence of LD(n). The purpose of the remaining sections is to prove some 
existencing theorems of LD(n), which will be useful in subsequent papers. 
Let {((=J*, %lUZn, 9J 1 i E Z,} be an LTS(2 + n) with the notational 
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provision only that the triple {co i , 00~) i) belongs to gi. For each 
(i,j)EI,x {1,2), define d= {{ i,,i,}li,,i,EZ,,{i,,i,,~j}E~i}. It is 
clear that the pi is a partition of Z,\(i) into (n - 1)/2 pairs. Further, let 
(g]iEZ,}U {Y’,Y’*} be an LD[Z,] with the notational provision only 
that the condition C, is fulfilled with c0 = 0. From q and gi (i E ZJ we can 
construct a triple system (5$, 57i) consisting of the following four parts: 
Part (i). The triple {(go, i), (g’, i), (g’, i)}. 
Part (ii). The class (Xi (defined earlier), this gives (n - 1)’ triples. 
Part (iii). All the triples of the form {( gk, i,), ( gk, iJ ( gk, i2)} with 
kEZ,, i,,i,,i,EZ, and (io,i,,i,}E9i, this gives 3{(nt2)(nt 1)/6-n} 
triples. 
Part (iv). All the triples of the form {( gk, i), (gktj, i,), ( gk+d, iz)} with 
j E { 1,2}, k E I, and {ir , i2} E pj, this gives 3(n - 1) triples. 
LEMMA 1. For any i E Z,, (Fz x I,,, (g, dYi)) is an STS(3n). 
Proox Direct calculation shows that (g, gi) contains n(3n - 1)/2 
triples, therefore we only have to show that every pair P of the set Ff x I,, is 
contained in some triple in (q, 3i). All the possibilities are exhausted as 
follows: 
(1) Let P = ( (gk, i,), (g”, i,)}(k E I,, i,, i, E I,, i, # iz). Since 
({co,, az} U I,, 9,) is an STS(2 t n), there is an element 
xE({a~,,oo,}UZ,) such that {i,,i,,x}EB,. If co,#x#coZ, then P is 
contained in some triple in the Part (iii). And if x = coj (j = 1,2), then 
PC ((g”-‘, i), (gk, i,), (gk, i2)} E Part (iv). 
(2) Let P = {(gk, i), (gk+j , il)} (k E Zj,j = 1,2, i, E I,). If i, = i, then 
P is contained in the Part (i). And if i, # i, since d is a partitioning of Z,\{i} 
into pairs, then one see that P is contained in some triple in the Part (iv). 
(3) Let P= {(gk,il), (gk+’ ,i2)}(kEZ3,i,,iZEZ,\(i)). From condi- 
tion (C,), one sees that P is contained in some triple in the Part (ii). The 
proof is completed. 
For any i E I,,, jE { 1,2}, we can also construct a triple system .gij 
consisting of the following two parts: 
Part (i). All the triples of the form { (gk, i,), ( gktj, ii), (gkti, i2)} provided 
k E I, and there exists i, such that {il, i2} E d, and { ( gk, i,), ( gk+‘, i3), 
(0, i)} E @j. 
When k and i. are given, by condition (C,), there exists a unique i, such 
that { ( gk, i,), ( gk+‘, i&, (0, i)} E @; and since the number of the pairs in pj, 
is (n - 1)/2, one sees that this part gives 3n(n - 1)/2 triples. 
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Part (ii). All the triples of the form ((go, io), (g’, i,), (g”, i2)) with 
(i,, i, , i, , i) E ipj, this gives n triples. 
LEMMA 2. For any i E I,, j E { 1,2}, (Ff x I,, 58ij) is an STS(3n). 
ProoJ 3ij contains n(3n - 1)/2 triples. We have only to show that every 
pair P of the set Ff x I, is contained in some triple in qj. Consider two 
cases: 
Case 1. Let P = {(g”, i,), (g”, i,)}(k E I,, i,, i, E I,, i, # i2). Since 
{(l@J,T ~2}UZ,,~i)liEZ,} is an LTS(2 + n), hence there exists i, such 
that { Oojy ii, i2} E 9i,, namely, {il, i2} Ed,. And by condition (C,) there 
exists i, such that { ( gk, i3), ( gk-j, i,), (0, i)} E @. It follows that 
PC {(gk-j9 io), (gk, iJ, (g”, i2)} E qj* 
Case 2. P= {(g”, il), (gk+j , i,)}(k E Z,, i,, i, E I,). There must exist i, 
and i, such that { ( gk, i,), ( gk+j , i3), (g”-j, i4), (0, i)} E cplj. If i, = i,, then P 
is contained in the triple {(g”, ii), ( gktj , i3), (g”-‘, i4)} in Part (ii). When 
. . 
I,# z*, there is i, such that {ooj, i,,i,} E,9i,, since {co,, a,, iJ} e9ii,, 
hence i, E I,,. It follows that if i, # i,, then P c { ( gk, i,), (gktj, i2), 
(gk+j , is)} E 9ij. The proof is completed. 
Proof of Theorem 1. By Lemmas 1 and 2 we can construct 3n - 2 
STS(3n) as follows: 
(Ff X Zn 7 (g 7 3i)), iEZ,, 
(Ff X 1,) 9ij), i = 1, 2 ,..., n - 1, j= 1,2. 
We only have to show that every triple T of the set 1;: x I, is contained in 
some STS above. All the possibilities are exhausted as follows: 
(1) T= {(gk,io),(gk,i,),(gk,i2)} (kEZ3,i0,i,,i2EZn) is contained 
in (q, .9i) provided {i,, i,, i2} is contained in gi. 
(2) Consider T={(gk,iO),(gkti,il),(gk’j,i2)}(k~Z~, jE (1,2}, 
zo,il, i,E!,, i, # iJ. There exists i E I, such that { coj, ii, i2} E 2Si, i.e., 
{il,i2) Ed. If i=i,, then T E (g, gi) (Part (iv)). And if i # i,, then 
T E 9i,j where i’ satisfies { ( gk, i,), ( gk+j, i), (0, i’)) E 6fj. Since i # i,, by 
(C,) and (C,) it follows that i’ # 0. 
(3) Consider T = ((go, io), (g’, il), ( g2, i2)}(io, i, , i, E I,). If i, = i, = 
i,, then T E (go, Si,). If not all i,, i,, and i, are equal, by (C,) it follows 
that either, there exists i such that (i,, ii, i2) E g, then T E (q, 9J, or 
there exist i’ and j such that (i,, i,, i,, i’) E 58, then T E 9i,j. In the latter 
case, since not all i,, ii, and i, are equal, by (C,) and (C,) it follows that 
i’ # 0. This completes the proof. 
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3. A RECURSIVE CONSTRUCTION OF LD(n,n,) 
Let {Px ] x E X} U {4p’,.Y’} be an LD(X], where X is a set of n, 
elements. From Y’ and Y2 we define a class 0’ consisting of all the blocks 
of the following form: 
Ng”, x0), WY XI), (g’v x2), (09 x3)1 with {(go, x0), (g’, x2), ( g2, x3)} E ai' 
and {(go, -4 (g', x2>, (g', x3)1 E ~7'. 
Let there be given arbitrarily two elements x2 and x3 that belong to X, 
which determine x0 and x1 uniquely, therefore one sees that Q” contains nf 
blocks. Further, suppose that the following condition is satisfied: 
(C,) (F? XX, Y, a’) forms a transversal design T(4, n,), where 
F={{z]XXIzEF‘+}. 
For each x E X, let us define a mapping wx : X -+ X by 
v,(x,) = x2, if i(g”,xd, W9x2), (s’,x>} E @“. 
By condition (C,), wx is a l-l mapping. For each x E X, again let us define 
a set of ordered triples of X denoted by 9Yx, which contains all the ordered 
triples of the form (~Jx,), x,, x2) with {(go, x,), (g’, x,), (g’, x2)} E @‘. 
Then, we can prove the following three lemmas: 
LEMMA 3. For any x E X, (Fz x X, 9, 0,) is a transversal design 
T(3,n,), where ~={(z)xXJZEF~) and d,=({(g”,xO),(g’,xI), 
(g2,x2)H (XO~Xl~X2)~~‘4P,~. 
Proof: This follows from the facts that 9’ satisfies the condition (C,) 
and v/X is a l-l mapping. 
LEMMA 4. For any ordered triple T= (x,, , x, , x2)(x0, x, , x2 E X), there 
exists x E X such that T E ~99~. 
Proof. By (C,), there exists x3 such that {(g”,x,), (g’,xr), 
(g', x2)} E 6’. Also by (C,), there exists x such that {(go, x3), (g’, x0), 
(g’, x)} E a’, i.e., v,(x3) = x0. Then, it is easily seen that T = (x0, x1, x2) = 
(v&d, Xl 3 x2) E 9%. 
LEMMAS. We have: (1) (xo~xlT x2> E 9% , 18 {(s",xo), (gh,), 
(g2, X2)1 E QIT (2) (x0, Xl 3 x2) E QZ, 13 {(gpo, x0), (g', XI), (g', x2)} E 
d2, and (3) for any x E X, (x, x, x) E SL$. 
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ProoJ (1) BY (C,) for any xEX and jE {1,2), ((g”,x),(g*,x), 
(g*, x)) E @ holds, therefore, {(go9 4, (g’, x)9 w, x)9 (0, x)} E a”. It 
follows that, for any XEX, v,(x)=x and v;‘(x)=x. If (x~,x~,x~)E~~~~, 
then {(so, w;oltxo)>~ (g’, xl), (g’, x2)1 = Kg”, x0), (g’, xl>, (g’, x2)} E @*. If 
I(g”, x0>, (8, x1), k’, x2)/ E: @‘, then (Y&,), xl, x2)=(x0, xl, x2> E 9Ko. 
(2) I f  (x0, xl 9 ~2) E ~%,, then {(go, Y;~‘(x,)), (g’, xl), tg’, x2)} E ~2’. 
On the other hand, by the definition of y,,, there exists xj such that 
{(go, v,‘(x,)), (g’, x0), ( g2, xi), (0, x&J E Q”, and by the definition of cpl” 
we find ((go, w,‘(x,)), (g’, x,), (g’, x3)} E b’. Contrasting the two 
expressions obtained, we find x2 = x3. Then, again, by the definition of CY” 
we arrive at {(g”,xoh (g’,x,), (g2,xj)} = {(g”,x,), (d,x,), (g’,x,)} E 6’. 
On the contrary, if {(go, x0), (g’, xi), (g’, xr)} E a2, then there exists x; 
such that {(go9 x;), td9xA k2, x2)1 E a1 and {(go, x9, (g’, x0), 
(g*, xl), (0, x2)} E a’. Whence w,,(x;) = x0. This gives (w,,(x;), x,, x2) = 
(XoJ1J*)E~~,. 
(3) From (l), (2), and CC.,> ( x, x, x) E ,PYx follows immediately. The 
proof of Lemma 5 is completed. 
In what follows, if an LD(X] (LD(n)) satisfies condition (C,), we denote 
it by LD* [X](LD *(n)). The set of integers n for which LD*(n) exist will be 
denoted by D*. Having made the preparations as above, we are able to 
establish the next theorem. 
THEOREM 2. If n, ED* and n2 E D, then n,n, E D. 
Construction. Let there be given an LD* [X] and a set {3Yx / x E X] as 
mentioned before, where X is a set of n, elements. As a matter of 
convenience, using Y; and Yi in place of 9 and p2, we write 
LD*[X] = {-ie, ] x E X} U {49:, pi}. The notations -9 and Y2 are reserved 
for LD(n,n,). Further, let there be given an LD[ZJ = (q ] i E Z,*} U 
{Jfi, &@;}(Xnln2 = 0). We are going to construct an LD[X x 1,J = 
{.ie,,i 1 x E X, i E Z,,} U {Y’, ip’}. 9?x,i consists of six parts. The forms of the 
blocks contained in each part will be specified as follows: 
Part (i). ((x, i,), (x, i,), (x, i2)) provided (io, i,, iz) E q, this gives 
(n2 - 1)2 blocks. 
Part (ii). ((x0, io), (x,, 4X (x2, i2)) provided (x0, xl, x2) E S%, 
x& {x0,x1,x2}, i,#i, and there exist i,,i,,i, such that (i,,i,,is,i,) and 
(i,, i,i,, i2) belong to 9:. 
There are n: - 3n, + 2 ordered triples (x0,x,, xz) to meet the case. Given 
arbitrarily two elements i,, i, E I,,, since .Yl satisfies (C,) there exists a 
unique (i,, i4) such that (i,, i,, i,, i4) E Yi, and again there exists a unique 
(i2, is) such that (i5, i, i,, i2) E -Vi, hence there are n,(n, - 1) ordered triples 
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(i,, i,, iJ to meet the case. It follows that this Part contains 
(n: - 3n, + 2) n2(n2 - 1) blocks. 
Part (iii). ((x0, i,), (x,, ii), (x, iJ) provided (x0,x,, x) E 9Yx, x0 # 
x Z x1, i,, 4, i, E Zn2, i, # i, and i, - i, + i, E i (mod n,), this gives 
(n, - 1) nz(nz - 1) blocks. 
Part (iv). ((x, iJ, ( xl, Q, (x2, i2)) provided (x, x1, x2) E 9Px, xl z 
xfx2, i,#i, and there exist i,, i,, i, such that (i3, i,, i,, i4) and 
(i,, i, i,, i2) E 9;) this gives (n, - 1) nz(nz - 1) blocks. 
Part (~1. ((x0, i,), (x, i,), (x2, i2>) provided (x0, x, x2) E 9g,, x2 # 
x#xo, i, Zi, and there exist i,, i,, i, such that (i,, i,, i,, i4) and 
(i3, i, i,, i2) E Fi, this also gives (n, - 1) n,(n, - 1) blocks. 
Part (vi). ((x0, i,), (x, , i,), (x2, i2)) provided (x,, x, , x1) E 9Yx and 
there exists i, such that (ii, i, i,, i2) E Y’i, this gives (n, - I)‘n, blocks. 
Next, 9j (j = 1, 2) consists of two parts as follows: 
Part (i). ((x, i,), (x, ii), (x, i2), (x1, i3)) with (x, x,x, xj) E Y{ and 
(i,, i,, i,, i3) E Y{, this gives n,n: blocks (see (C,), (C,)). 
Part (ii). ((x0, i,), (x1, iJ, (x2, i2), (x3, 4)) with (x0, xl, x2, x3) E 9{, 
x,, #xi, (i3, i,,i,, iJ E 9; ifj = 1, and (i3, i,, i,, iJ E Lfi ifj = 2, this gives 
n&r, - 1) a; blocks. 
Proof: We want to show that all conditions (C,)-(C,) are satisfied. 
(1) Condition (C,) is obviously satisfied. 
(2) Let ax,i= {{(So9 x0, io), (g’, x1, i,), (g’, x2, 4)) I ((x0, i,), (xl, il), 
(x2, i2)) E L$} (x E X, i E Z,J. Direct calculation shows that the number of 
the triples in Yx,i does not exceed (n,n* - 1)‘. Therefore, to prove that the 
condition (C,) is satisfied, we only have to show that for any pair 
P=((gk,Xk,ik),(gm,x,,i,)~(k,mEZ,,k#m,(xkik),(x,,i,)E(XXZ,,)\ 
((x, i)}), there exists a block in a,,, containing P. This will be shown below, 
where we divide all the pairs into 8 types. 
(i) Pair P= {(gk, XT ik), (g”, X9 i,,,)} (k m E I,, k # m, ik9 i, E z+\{i}). 
Since q satisfies (C,), one sees that P E 6!!,,i (Part (i)). 
(ii> Pair P= ((gk,x,ik),(gm,x,,i,)} (k,mEZ,,k#m,x,EX\(x), 
ik E Z+\(i), i, E Z,J. The only case discussed here is k = 0 and m = 1, the 
cases for which k, m take other values are similar to the former. By 
Lemma 3 there exists x2 such that (x, x, , x2) E SYx, and by Lemmas 3 and 
5(3), we find x1 #x. Since 9: satisfies (C,) there exists i,, i, such that 
(i3ri0,i,,i4)E#, and there exist i,, i, such that (i3, i, i,, i2) E Y’i, hence 
P t {(go, x9 i,), (g’, x1, ii), (g*, x2, i2)} E @x,i (Part (iv)). 
(iii) Pair P= {(g”,xo, i,), (2, x,, i,)}(xo,x, E x\(x), (xo,x,,x) 6Z 
9Px, i,, i, E I,*, i, # il). By Lemma 3, there exists x2 such that x2 # x and 
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(x,, xl, x2) E 9Px. Since Yi satisfies (C,) there exist i,, i, such that 
(i,, i,, i,, id) E 9: and there exist i,, i, such that (is, i, i,, i2) E ye:, hence 
P c {(go, x0, i,), (g’, xl, i,), (g’, x2, i2)} E U,,i (Part (ii)). 
(iv) Pair P=l(g”,xo,io),(g’,x,,i,)}(xo.x,EX\{x), (xo,x,,x)E 
SYX, i,, i, E I+, i, # i,). Take i, E Zn2, i, = i - i, + i,(mod n,); since i, # i,, 
hence i, # i and PC ((go, x0, i,), (g’,xr, i,), (g*, x, i2)} E (XXqi (Part (iii)). 
(v) Pair P= {(go, xo,io),(gl,x,,io)} (x0,x1EX\{x},ioEZn2). Since 
9x satisfies (C,), there exists x2 such that (x0, x,, x2) E gX. Since 9; 
satisfies (C,), there exist i,, i, such that (i,, i, i,, i2) E ~8:. Hence, 
PC l(g”,Xo, i,), (g’,xl, io), (gz,x2, i2)} E a,,i(Part (vi)). 
(vi) Pairs P, = {(go, x0, i,), ( g2, x2, i2)} with (x0, x, x2) 6$9YX, and 
Pz={(gl,xI,iI), (g2,x2,i2)} with (x,x,,x,)@.~~~, where x0,x,,x2E 
x\{xl, io,i,,i2EZnz and there exists no i, such that (ix, i, i,, i2) or 
(i,, i, i, , i2) E 9:. 
We discuss the case P, only; the case P, is similar to it. By Lemma 3 
there is xi such that xi # x and (x0, xi, x2) E 9YX. Since 9; satisfies (C,), 
there exists ii, i, such that (is, i, ii, ix) E 9:) and by the hypothesis, we have 
ii # i,. Moreover, there exist ii, i, such that (i,, ii, ii, id) E 9:) and by (C,) 
and (C,), we have ii # i,. Hence, P c {(go, x0, i,), (g’, xi, ii), 
(g”, X2, i2)} E axqi (Part (ii)). 
(vii) Pairs P, = {(go, x0, i,), (g’, x2, i2)} with (x0, x, x2) E SgX and 
P, = {(gl,xI, il), (g2,x2, i2)} with (x,x,,x2) E 9pX, where x0,x,,x2 E 
x\ixl, i,, i,, i, E Zn2, and there exists no i, such that (i3, i, i,, i2) or 
(i3, i, i, , i2) E U:. 
We discuss the case P, only; the case P, is similar to it. Since Yi satisfies 
(C,), there exist ii, i, such that (ii, i, i, , i2) E U:, and there exist ii, i, such 
that (i;, ii, i,, id) E pi. We have ii # i, otherwise, by (C,) it would imply 
that i,=i,, i,=i,, and (i;,i,i,, 2 i ) E gi, this contradicts the assumption 
that there exists no i, satisfying (i3, i, i,, i2) E 9;. Hence, P c {(go, x0, i,), 
(2, x, ii>, (g’, x2, i2)} E g,,i (Part (v)). 
(viii) Pairs P, = {(go, x0, i,), (g2,x2, i2)} and f’, = {(g', x1, i,>, 
(kc' ,x2, i2)}, where x,,, x,, x2 E x\(x), and there are i, and ii such that 
(i3, i, i,, i2) and (i;, i, i,, i2) E 9:. 
We discuss the case P, only; case P, is similar to it. Since 9x satisfies 
(C,), there exists xi such that (x0, xi, x2) E YX. Hence, P, c 
{(g”,xo, i,), (g’,Xl, i,), (g2,x2, i2)] E @pIx,i (Part (vi)). 
(3) Since .Y{ and Y{ (j= 1,2) satisfies (C,) and (C,), it is easy to see 
that so does ppi (j = 1, 2). 
(4) Finally, we want to show that (C,) is also satisfied. Let T = ((x0, io), 
(x, , il), (x2, i2)) be an ordered triple of the set X x I,,*. We shall discuss 7 
cases separately, which evidently exhaust all the possibilities. 
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Case i. Let x0 = xi = x2 = x. If (iO, i, , i2) E q, then TE 9?X,i (Part (i)). 
If (i,, i,, i2) @ q for every i, as LD* [X] satisfies (C,) and LD[Z,J satisfies 
(C,), then there exist x 3, i, and j such that (x, x, x, x3) E (9: n 9;) and 
(i,, i,, i,, i3) E 9;. Hence, ((x, i,), (x, il), (x, iz), (x3, ij)) E 9’ (Part (i)). 
Case ii. Let (x0,x,, x2) E 99??, and (ij, i,, i,, iz) 6? 9: for every i,. By 
Lemmas 3 and 5(3), and excluding Case (i), we can assume that 
x1 #x,#x,. Since 9; satisfies (C,), there exist ii, i, such that 
(is, i,, i,, id) E 9: , and there exist i, i, such that (ii, i, i,, iJ E 9;. We 
have i # i,, otherwise, it would imply that i, = i, and i, = i,, this contradicts 
the assumption that (i3, i,, i,, iJ & 9: for every i,. Hence, TE qr,,i 
(Part (iv)). 
Case iii. Let (x,,, xi, x2) E 9YX:, and there is i, such that 
(i, , i,, i, , i2) E 9;. 
Here we can still assume that x, # x0 # x2. By Lemma 5, there is xj such 
that (x,,,x,,x2,xJ)E9P:, hence (CT,, i,), (x1, 4), (x2, i2>, (x3, Q) E 40’ 
(Part (ii)). 
Case iv. Let (x0, x1, x2> E ypx,. In this case, as in the Cases ii and iii, 
assuming x0 # xi # x2, we can prove that either T E LF~,,~ for a certain i E I,,* 
(Part (v)), or there exist x1 and i, such that ((x,, i,), 
(x1, i,), (x2, i2), (x3, i3)) E Y2 (Part (ii)). 
Case v. Let (x0, xi, x2) E 9”iyX. and i, # i, , We can assume that 
x0 # x2 # x, . Take i # Zn, satisfying i = i, - i, + i, (mod n,), clearly i # i,. 
Hence, T E S& (Part (iii)). 
Case vi. Let (x0, x,, x2) & (9YxoU .PLf?xoU 99YX2) and i, # i, . By 
Lemma 4 there exists x such that (x0,x,, x2) E 9’ip, and x &{x,, x,, x2}. 
Since 9; satisfies (C,), there exist i,, i, such that (i,, i,, i,, id) E J/i, and 
there exist i,, i such that (i,, i, i,, i2) E 9:. Hence, T E Pxqi (Part (ii)). 
Case vii. (x,, x1, x2) @ (9.VX0 U 9YX,) and f. = i, . By Lemma 5 there 
exists no x3 and j satisfying (x0, xi, x2, x3) E 4”:. Therefore, there exists x 
such that (x0, xi, x2) E YX (by C,). As 9; satisfies (C,), there exist ii and i 
such that (ii, i, i,, i2) E 9;) then one sees that TE pXqi (Part (vi)). The 
proof of Theorem 2 is completed. 
4. SOME DIRECT CONSTRUCTIONS OF LD* 
THEOREM 3. Zf a is an integer greater than 1, then 2” E D.* 
Construction. We are going to construct an LD*[F,,]. Let an element a 
of the set Fln\{O, 1 } be chosen and fixed. YX(x E F,,) consists of two parts. 
They are specified as follows: 
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Part (i). Include every ordered triple (x,, x,, x2) x,,, xi, x2 E F2*\\(x}, 
such that 
x0 + x, + ax* = ax, (1) 
this gives (22a - 3 . 2” + 2) blocks. 
Part (ii). Include every ordered triple (xi, xi, x2) xi, x2 E F2”\{x), such 
that 
x,+ux,=(l +u)x, (2) 
this gives 2* - 1 blocks. 
These two parts, obviously disjoint, thus 9?! contains (2” - 1)’ blocks. Y’ 
consists of all ordered quadruples (x0, xi, x2, xj) with x0, x, , x2, x3 E F,, , 
x0 + x2 + x3 = 0 and (a+ l)x,+x,+ax,=0. (3) 
P2 consists of all ordered quadruples (%~xI~x29x3) with 
~09~1,~27~3EF2:2,, 
x,+x,+x,=0 and x,+(u+ 1)x, tux,=o. (4) 
ProoJ We want to show that all the conditions (CJ-(C,) are satisfied. 
(1) Condition (C,) is obviously satisfied. 
(2) Suppose x E F2,, from the following three points it is easy to see 
that condition (C,) is also satisfied: 
(i) For any given x0, xi E F,,\{x}, if x0 # x,, the Eq. (1) 
determines a unique x2 (x2 # x) such that (x0, xi, x2) E YX ; and if x0 = xi, 
the Eq. (2) determines a unique x2(x2 # x) such that (x0, x, , x2) E 9??, 
(ii) For any given x o, x2 E FZcr\{x), if x0 + ax, # (1 + u)x, the 
Eq. (1) determines a unique x1(x1 # x) such that (x0, x,, x2) E G?? ; and if 
x0 t ux, = (1 t a)~, then (x0, x0, x2) E 9?, (Part (ii)). 
(iii) It can be proved in the same way that, for any given 
x1, x2 E F,,\(x}, there is a unique x0 such that (x0, x,, x2) E pX. 
(3) Also, it can be proved similarly that condition (C,) is satisfied. 
We omit its details here. 
(4) Simultaneous Eqs. (3) and (4) have the solution x0 = x, = x2, 
xg = 0, from which we see (C,) is satisfied. 
(5) Let T be an ordered triple (x,, x,, x2) of F,, . To prove that (C,) is 
satisfied, we consider the three cases below which exhaust all the 
possibilities. 
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Case i. If (a+ l)x,+x,+ax,=O, then (x0,x,,x2,x3)EY’, where 
xj=xg+x*, and if x,, + (a + 1) x, + ox2 = 0, then (x0, xi, x,, xj) E Y*, 
where xj = x, +x2. 
Case ii. Suppose that x0 = xi. Excluding Case (i), we can assume that 
x, #x,. Then we see TEYX, where x= (1 + a)-‘(x, +ax,) (Part (ii)) 
(obviously, x, # x # x2). 
Case iii. If x,#x,,(a+l)x,+x,+ax,#O and x,+(l+a)x,+ 
ax2 # 0, then T E I”,, where x = a-‘(~,, + x, + ax*) (Part (i)), obviously, 
x6? {x0,x*,x*}. 
(6) Consider the class Oslo which was defined in the beginning of the 
preceding section. It consists of the following quadruples as it easily can be 
seen from Ms. (3) and (4): {(so, x0>, (g’, x1), (s’, x2), (0,x,)) with 
XO,XI,X*,XJE~*LF, (a+l)xo+x2+ax,=Oandx,+(a+l)x2+ax,=0. 
Then, it is easy to see that (C,) is satisfied. The proof of Theorem 3 is 
completed. 
We remark 9x = PO + x holds in the construction of Theorem 3. This 
means, for any x E F,, 9?? is the result of applying II, to the PO, where rr, is 
to be the translation II,: x’ H x’ + x. Let q be a prime power, Char(F,) # 2, 
we may consider constructing an LD* [Fq] with YX = rP, + x(x E FJ The 
problem that faces us is to construct PO, 9’, and 9’. To narrow down the 
search for them, we shall use the multiplication of FQ. Thus, with any 
ordered triple B = (x0, x1 ,x2) of Ft, we define O(B) = 
{ (xxo, xx,, xx*) 1 x E F,** }. Also, we assume that the PO we are looking for 
will satisfy the condition, O(B) c 4uo, if B E Yo. Then, we have only to look 
for 2(q - 1) ordered triples among the blocks of PO. The set of these 
2(q - 1) ordered triples will be denoted by U,*, which satisfies the following 
condition: B, B’ E Ypo* implies O(B) n O(B’) = 0 if B # B’. When an Yzpo* is 
presented, it is necessary to check if all the 9?Jx E FJ generated from it will 
fulfill all the requirements. To help us with this, we shall take three mappings 
(9 is a fixed primitive root of F,): 
(5: F4*42, 
VI: N,g”QP9gd9 I a,, aI, a2 E q-,1 
+ (Z,- 1 x 12) x (Zq- 1 x 12) x (Z,-, x I*), 
472: {(x~,x,,x~)Ix~,x~,x~EF~,x~#x, or xl#x2) 
-(F,u{~l)xZ,; 
their definitions are as follows: a(x) = 0 if x is a square of F,*, and u(x) = 1 
if x is a nonsquare, 
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u~~((x~, 4,x2)) = ((x0 --5)(x, -x2)-‘, @x0 -x,)1 if x0 f x, f x2, 
472((x, 9 Xl 7 x2)) = (0,4x, -x2)) if x,#x,, 
~Z((XO~ Xl 3 Xl>> = (ao, dxo -x1)) if x,#x,. 
With this, we may construct an LD * [F,] by two steps. The first step is to 
construct an Yp,* containing 2(q - 1) ordered triples of Fz and satisfying the 
following: 
(C,) If B, B’ E Pt, and B #B’, then the first coordinates of q,(B) 
and (p,(B’) (elements of Z,-, X Z2) are different, and so are the second and 
third coordinates, respectively. 
When (C,) is satisfied, it is easy to see that if we take 
Ip, = (B ] 3B’ E 9$, B E O(B’)}, then PO satisfies conditions (C,) and (C,), 
and if we take ;Iy, = PO +x(x E F,), then rP, satisfies (C,) and (C,), also. 
Moreover, we want P$ to satisfy, 
(C,) For any ordered triple in Yt, all its three coordinates are not 
identical. 
(C,) If B, B’ E 9: and B #B’, then v)~(B) f rp,(B’). 
The second step is to construct 9’ and ip2. Choose four elements 
a,, a,, u2, and a3 from F, which are all distinct. Set 
9’ = { (aox + y, a,x + y, u,x + y, x) 1 x, y E F,}, 
9’ = {(a+ + y, a,x + y, ~22~ + Y, x) I x, Y E Fq}. 
It is easily seen that the 9 and P2 formed as above will satisfy the 
conditions (C ,), (C,), (C,), and (C,). Moreover, let B, = (a,, a,, u2) and 
B, = (u3, a,, a,), we want to satisfy, 
(C,,) For any B E 9 $, the three first coordinates of q,(B), y2(BI), 
and rp2(B,) are all distinct. 
Let there be given two ordered triples B and B’ of Fq;,, B = (x0,x,, x2), 
B’ = (xb, xi, xi), not all the x0, x, and x2 are equal, and so are xl,, xi and 
xi, and p2(B) # q2(B’). Then, it will be easily verified that the following 
simultaneous equations have no solution of x, x’ E Fz 2 and y, y’ E F4 : 
xx0 + y = x’xh + y’, xx, + y = x/x; + y’, xx2 + y = x/x; + y’. 
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Also the following simultaneous equations only have the solution x = x’ and 
y= y’: 
xx0 + y = x’x, + y’, xx, t y = x’x, t y’, xx, t y = x’x* + y’. 
In light of what has been mentioned, we can assert that if all the 
conditions (C&o-,,) are satisfied, then the following three facts can be 
established: 
(1) IfBEPx,B’EIt7,, andx#x’, thenB#B’. 
(2) If (x,,,x,,x~)E~~, (xl,,xl,x;,x;)E@ and (x,j)EFqX {1,2), 
then (x0, x1, x2) f (x6,4, xi). 
(3) If (x0,x19x*,xJ)E~1 and (xl,, x; , x; 9 xi) E g*, then 
(~~,~~~~~)f(~~,~~,~~)unlessx,=x,=x,=x~=x~=~~. 
If we write n,, Iz(r), n,,, for the numbers of blocks contained in rt?,, .P’, 
M*, respectively, then we have ~z(r) + nc2) t CxsF n, = q3 t q, but every 
block of the form (x, x, x, 0) has been repeated. Thii, together with the facts 
mentioned previously, enables us to attain the result that, if all the 
(C,)-(C,,) are satisfied, then condition (C,) is also satisfied. 
Tables I and II give an LD*(5) and an LD*(l 1) in just such way. The 
reader should have no difficulty in verifying that all of the conditions 
(C,)-(C,,) are satisfied for them. Therefore, all of the conditions (C,)-(C,) 
are also satisfied. 
When q = 1 (mod 6), we may further narrow the search for .P$. Suppose 
that the Ppo* satisfies the following: (xo,x,,x*)EQy implies 
(x2, x,, x1) E 9:. Then, we have only to look for 2(q - 1)/3 ordered triples 
among the blocks of .P,*. The set of these 2(q - 1)/3 ordered triples will be 
denoted by -4p$* which satisfies the following condition: if 
TABLE I 
LP$ of LD*(S)’ 
B 9,(B) 92(B) 
(20,20,22) (0, O), (2, a (2, 0) (O*l) 
(2”,2’,2’) (3,0), (0, 1x (1, 1) (%O) 
(20,23,20) (LO), (3, 11, (O,O) (4.1) 
(20,22,23) (2,0), (3,0), (3, 1) (27 1) 
(2’,20,23) (1, 1x (1, Oh (2, 1) (270) 
(2’,2’,20) (0, I),(& 1x (3,O) (03 0) 
(2’,23,21) (2, IX (2, 11, (0, 1) (430) 
(2’,22,22) (3, 1x (O,O), (LO) (ah 1) 
a $2 = 2, a,= 1, a,=o, cl2 =4, a,= 3, 91((a,,a,, adI= (l,O), 9’2((a,, a,,~,))= (3, 1). 
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TABLE II 
2’; of LD*(Il)” 
B v,(B) 9,(B) 
(20,2', 28) (9, Oh (3, 11, (8,O) 
(20,23,22) (7,0), (1, 1x (2,O) 
(20,25,26) (5, Oh (9, 11, (670) 
(20,29,24) (LO), (5, lb (4,O) 
(28, 20,2') (8,0), (9,0), (3, 1) 
(22,20,23) (2, Oh (7,0), (1, 1) 
(26,20,25) (6,Q (5, 01, (9, 1) 
(24,20,29) (4, O), (1, O), (5, 1) 
(2',26,20) (5, 11, (6, Q (930) 
(2',24,2O) (1, 1x (4,0), (5,O) 
(2', 28,20) (9, lb (&Oh (3,O) 
(29,22,20) (7, 1x (2,0), (LO) 
(2',23,2') (8, 11, (6, 11, (6, 1) 
(21,2', 23) (4,1X (4, 1x (2. 1) 
(20,27,20) (3, Oh (7, 1x (0.0) 
(2@,2O, 27) (0, 01, (3,0), (7. 1) 
(23,2", 20) (3, 11, (0, 01, (7,O) 
(2', 29,2') C&l), (8, 11, (0. 1) 
(2',2', 29) (0, 11, (2, l), (8, 1) 
(27,2'. 2') (6, 11, (0, I), (4, 1) 
(13 1) 
(13 0) 
(231) 
(6, 1) 
(9,l) 
(930) 
(4, 1) 
(83 0) 
(630) 
(430) 
(23 0) 
(8. 1) 
(5,O) 
(5, 1) 
(10,O) 
(0% 0) 
(a 1) 
(ml) 
(0. 1) 
(a 0) 
(1 $J = 2, a, = 7. a, = 0, a* = 3. a, = 10, 9,((a,, a,, a2)) = (7, 1). rp,((a,, a,, 4)) = (330). 
(x,,,xl,xZ)EP$*, then (x2,x0,x,) and (x,,x,,x,)@Y$*. Two 
constructions of Y,* * of an LD*(7) and an LD*( 19) are given in Tables III 
and IV respectively. For the convenience of checking conditions (C,) and 
(C,,), we list three values of pz in the (pz columns of these tables. For 
instance, take the first line of Table IV, B = (2’, 2’, 29), and in the rp, 
TABLE III 
F$* of LD*(7)” 
B 9,(B) 92 
(34, 34, 30) (0, 01, (4,0), (290) (0, 11, (a, 01, (6, 1) 
(3'. 3'. 32) (0. 1x (5, 1x (LO) (O,O), (co, I), (6,O) 
(3O,3', 33) (5,0), (4, I), (3, 1) (3, 1x (1, 1). (5,O) 
(30,33,3') (3,0), (2, 1x (1, 1) (3, O), (1, O), (5, 1) 
' 9=3, a,=4, a,=O, a,=6, a3= 2, 9*((a,, a,, a*)) = (4,013 9,(@37 a, 9 4) = (2.0). 
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TABLE IV 
rP;* of LD’(19)” 
II cp,(B) 4% 
(2’,20,29) (0, O), (9, O), (9, 1) 
(29,29,2’) (0, 11, (8, 11, (10, 1) 
(20,2’, 22) (17,0), (17, 11, (LO) 
(20,23,26) (15,O). (15, 11, (60) 
(20, 23,210) (13,0), (13, 1x (10,O) 
(20, 27,214) (11,0),(11,1),(14,0) 
(20, 2”,2’) (7,O). (7, 11, (4,O) 
(20, 2”,28) (5, O), (5, 1X (hOI 
(20, 2’5,212) (3, O), (3, 1x (12,O) 
(20, 2’7,216) (1, O), (1, 1) (160) 
(2’,23,2’) (16, I), (14, 1X (6, 1) 
(2’,27,23) (12, 1x (4, 11, (2, 1) 
(0, 1X (co, ‘3, (1% 1) 
(0, O), (co, 1X (l&O) 
(10, l), (16, I), (12,0) 
(12, 1X (lO,O), MO) 
(3, Oh (5, O), (14, 1) 
(15.0),(4,0),(13,1) 
(14,O)Y (3,1), (5, 1) 
(13,0), (15, l), (4, 1) 
(8, 1). (6, 11, (LO) 
(2, I), (8,0), (670) 
(1, 1x (17, 1x (9. 1) 
(17,Oh (9,0), (LO) 
n B = 2. a, = 11, n, = 0, az = 18, a3 = 7, ~o,((a,, a,, ~2)) = (11, O), P,((a,. a,. ad) = (73 0). 
column we have listed: (p2((2’, 2’, 29)) = (0, l), ~,((2~, 2’, 2’)) = (co, 0) and 
(P,(P~, z9, 2’)) = (18, 1). 
The foregoing results combining with Theorem 3 can be summarized into 
the following: 
THEOREM 4. If n E D, and q = 2” (a is an integer greater than 1) or 
qE {5,7,11, 19}, then qnED. 
As an example, by Theorem 1 and the LD*(7) given in Table III, we can 
construct an LTS(21) (D(9) = 7, e.g., see [4]). This particular construction 
will be useful in the subsequent paper. 
5. A RECURSIVE CONSTRUCTION OF LD(3p”) 
THEOREM 5. If p” is a prime power, p > 2 and p” E D, then 3p” E D. 
Construction. We write q = p” for brevity. Since 3 6! D, we may assume 
that q > 3. Let {YX Ix E Fg} U (i?‘, i?} be an LD[F,]. We are going to 
construct an LD[Z, x F4] = {4p,,, ] k E Z,, x E F,} u {Y’, Y’}. Suppose 
the two elements of F,*, a and c are chosen and fixed with a # f 1. Let 
B = ((k,, x0), (k,, xi), (k,, x2)) be an ordered triple of Z, x Fq, we define, 
(1) Whenko=k,=k2,thenBE~~,,iffk=koand(xo,x2,x2)E~X. 
(2) When not all k,, k,, and k, are equal, then B E LYE+, iff 
((k, - k, x0 - x + c), (k, - k, x1 -x + c), (k, - k, x2 -x + c)) E go,,. 
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PO,, consists of 8 parts. The forms of the ordered triples contained in each 
part will be specified as follows: 
Part (i). ((0, x,,), (0, x,), (0, xJ) provided (x0,x,, x2) E g, this gives 
(q - 1)’ blocks. 
Part (ii). ((0, -xi), (f 1, x1 +x2), (f: 1, x2)) provided x, E F,\{-c} and 
xz E F4, this gives 2q(q - 1) blocks. 
Part (iii). ((‘f 1, u*ix, + c), (k 1, x, -c), (kl, xi)) provided x, E F,, 
this gives 2q blocks. 
Part (iv). ((*1,x, +xX), (0, -x1), (&1,x*)) provided x1 E F,\(-c) and 
x2 E F,, this gives 2q(q - 1) blocks. 
Part (v). ((*1,x1-c), (Fl,a*‘x, +c), (*1,x1)) provided x, EF,, this 
gives 2q blocks. 
Part (vi). ((*1,x1 -x2), (fl,x,+x,), (~l,a*‘(x, -c)) provided 
x, E Fg and x2 E F,*, this gives 2q(q - 1) blocks. 
Part (vii). ((+ 1, xi), (+ 1, x,), (0, -c)) provided x1 E F,, this gives 2q 
blocks. 
Part (viii). ((* 1, x2 - x,), (+l,a*‘x* +x,), (0, x,)) provided 
x, E F,\(c, -c) and x2 E F,, this gives 2q(q - 2) blocks. 
ipj (j= 1,2) consists of the two parts as follows: 
Part (9. ((k +J, (k, x,), (k x2), (0, x3)) with kEZ, and 
(x,, x, , x2, x3) E Q’$, this gives 3q2 blocks. 
Part (ii). ((k, x1 + x2 + E/C), (k f 1, a*‘~, + x2 - E~c), (k f 1, x2 - 6,-c), 
(fl, xi)) with k E Z, and xi, x2 E F,, where E, = 1, c2 = -1, this gives 6q2 
blocks. 
Proof. (1) Condition (C,) is obviously satisfied. 
(2) It is clear that if YO,, satisfies (C,), then for any (k, x) E Z, X F,, 
9k,X also satisfies (C,). i4,,, contains (3q - l)* blocks. Let P = ((k,, x0), 
(k, , xi)) be an arbitrary ordered pair of the set (Z, X F&\{ (0, c)), we shall 
show that there exists (k,, x2) such that ((k,, x0), (k,, x,), (k,, x2)) E Yo,,. 
Consider these four cases, which evidently exhaust all the possibilities. 
Case i. k, = k, = 0. Since Yc satisfies (C,), hence there exists (0, x2) 
such that ((0, x0), (0, xl), (0, x2>> E PO,, (Part (9). 
Case ii. If k, = 0, k, f 0, then ((0, x0>, (k, , x,), (k,, x,, + x,)) E PO,, 
(Part (ii)), and if k, # 0, k, = 0, then ((k,, x,), (0, x,), (k,, x, + x,)) E 5$, 
(Part (iv)). 
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Case iii. k, = f 1, k, = ‘F 1. Consider the simultaneous equations on F, : 
y, - y, = x,,, a * iy, + y, = xi. Since a # -1, there exists a unique solution 
(yl, u2>. If Y, # fc, then ((k,, x,,), (k,, x,), (0, ul)) E %,, (Part (WX if 
Y, = c, then ((k,, ,, , x ) (k,, xl), (k,, yd) E %,, (Part (v)), and if y, = -c, then 
(VcD x,)9 (k, 7 x,)9 (k, 3 a * ‘yJ) E .6& (Part (iii)). 
Case iv. k, = k, = fl. If x,, #x1, then ((k,, x0), (k,,x,), (-k,, 
a * ‘(x, + x,, - 2c)/2) E YO,, (Part (vi)), and if x, = xi, then ((k,, x,), 
(k,, x,), (0, -c)) E Ip,,, (Part (vii)). 
Similarly, we can prove that for any ordered pairs P, = ((k,, x1), (k,, x2)) 
and P, = ((k,, x,), (k2, x,)) of (2, X FJ\{ (0, c)), there exist (k;, xb) and 
(4,x;) such that (@A, ~3, (k,, x,), (k,, x2)) and ((k,, x0), (4, xl), 
(k,, xJ) E it7,,, ; because of its tediousness we omit its details here. One can 
see that condition (C,) is satisfied. 
(3) Since .&?I (j = 1,2) satisfies (C,) and (C,), and 0 # 4 # 1, it is easy 
to see that @ (j = 1,2) satisfies (C,) and (C,), also. 
(4) Finally, we are going to prove that (C,) is satisfied. Let 
T= ((k,, xo), (k,, x1), (k,, xJ) be an arbitrary ordered triple of the set 
2, X F,, we consider these five cases which exhaust all the possibilities. 
Case i. k, = k, = k, = k. Since LD[F,] satisfies (C,) either there exists 
x such that (x0, x,, x2) E 4p, and T E Yk,X (Part (i)), or there x3, j such that 
(x0, x,, x2, x3> E ~?j and ((k, x0), (k, xi), (k, -4, (0, x3)) E Yj (Part 0)). 
Case ii. k,=k,=k,,F 1. If x,-x,+c#O, then TE4Pk,,X0+X,-,2+, 
(Part (ii)). Also, if x, -x2 + c = 0, take the solution y, y’ of the 
simultaneous equations y + a * ‘y’ + c = x,, and y + y’ = x2, then one sees 
that TE 9’& ,,Y+c (Part (iii)). 
Case iii. k, = k, = k, T 1. It is similar to Case ii. If x0 - x2 + c f 0, then 
TE %,.x0+x,-x2+c (Part (iv)). If x0 -x2 + c = 0 and y, y’ is the solution of 
the simultaneous equations y + a * ‘y’ + c = x, and y + y’ = x2, then 
TE 4pk,* L,y+c (Part 69). 
Case iv. k, = k, = k, ‘F 1. If x0 # x, and y, y’ is the solution of the 
simultaneous equation 2y + 2y’ = x,, + xi and y + a * ’ (y’ - c) = x2, then 
2-E %**l,y+c (Part (vi)). And if x0 = x,, then TE $ZIX2+ 2e (Part (vii)). 
Case v. k,=k, % 1 =k, f 1. If x1-x0 tarl(x,-x,)&{~c,--2c}, then 
TE %Q,y+c, where y = (x0 t x2 - a”(xl - xz))/2 (Part (viii)). If x2 - x0 + 
a”(x, -x2) = -2EjC(&, = I, e2 = -I), then ((kc, 7 -4 k > x,), (k, 3 ~211 
(+ 1, x,, - x2 - 2EjC)) E Y’ (Part (ii)). The proof of Theorem 5 is completed. 
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6. A RECURSIVE CONSTRUCTION OF LD( 1 + pan) 
THEOREM 6A. If q is a prime power greater than 4, 1 + n E D, and 
there exists a pair of orthogonal Latin squares of order n, then 1 + qn E D. 
Construction. Let there be given an LD[Z,U {co}] = 
{PO 3 ul, 7***, Y~...,,.&,,&?l,$} with (i,i,i, w)E ($‘n5?*) for every 
i E (I, U (co })(C,). Further, let there be given a transversal design 
T(4, n) = (F4 x I,, go, a), where 9 = ({z} x I, ] z E F4}. Choose three 
elements a, b, and c from F,* satisfying, a + b # 0, a + c # 0, b + c # 0, and 
a + b + c # 0 (these three elements certainly exist whenever q > 4). We are 
going to construct an LD[(F,xI,,)U(~~}]={Y~,~]~EF,,~EI,,}U 
{~~,~‘3*~. 
(1) 9X,i(x E F,, i E I,,) consists of 8 parts. The forms of the ordered 
triples contained in each part will be specified as follows: 
Part (i). ((x, i,), (x, i,), (x, i2)) provided (i,, i, , i2) E e (whenever co 
appears for i,, i, , or i,, omit the first coordinate x), this gives n* blocks. 
Part (ii). ((x0, i,), (x,, i,), (x2, di,)) provided xo~x,~~~F,\~xJ. 
ax, + bx, + cx, = (a + b + c)x and {(go, i,), (g’, il), (g*, i2)} E 67, where II 
is a fixed cycle of length n permuting the elements of I, ; this gives 
(q’ - 3q + 2) n* blocks. 
Part (iii). ((x, i,), ( x1, il), (x2, iJ) provided x, , xz E F,\(x), bx, + cx2 = 
(b + c)x, i, E I, and there is i’ satisfying i’ = i, - i - 1 (mod n + 1) and 
((go, 0 (g’, i,), (g*, i2)} E @. 
Note that since i’ E I,,, i’ & n (mod n + 1), hence i, # i, and, as i, E I,, 
therefore, i’ # n - i - 1. This part contains (q - 1) n(n - 1) blocks. 
Part (iv). (co, (x,, i,), (x2, i2)) provided x,, x2E F,\{x}, bx, + cx2 = 
(b+c)x and {(g”,n-i-1),(g’,i,),(g2,i2)}E@, this gives (q- 1)n 
blocks. 
Part (VI. ((x0, i,), (x9 9, ( x2, i2)) provided x0, x2 E F,\(x), ax0 + cx2 = 
(a + C)X, i, E I, and there is i’ satisfying i’ = i, - i - 1 (mod n + 1) and 
((go, i,), (g’, i’), (g’, i2)} E a, this gives (q - 1) n(n - 1) blocks. 
Part (vi). ((x0, i,), co, (x2, i2)) provided x0, xlE F,,\{x}, ax, + cx2 = 
(a + c)x and {(go, i,), (g’, n - 1 -i), (g’, i2)} E a, this gives (q - 1)n 
blocks. 
Part (vii). ((x0, io), (x1, il), (x, i2)) provided x0, x, E F4\(x}, ax, + 
bx, = (a + b)x, i, E I,, and there is i’ satisfying i’ = i, - i - I 
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(mod n + 1) and {(go, i,), (g’, iJ, (g’, i’)} E @, this gives (q - 1) n(n - 1) 
blocks, 
Part (viii). ((x,, i,), (xi, i,), co) provided x0, x, E F,\(x}, ax,, + bx, = 
(a + b)x and ((go, i,), (g’, il), (g’, n - 1 - i)) E d, this gives (q - 1)n 
blocks. 
(2) Ya consists of two parts as follows: 
Part (i). ((x, i,), (x, i,), (x, i2)) with x E F, and (io, i,, iz) E L&, this 
gives qn* blocks. 
Part (ii). ((x0, i,), (x1, iI), (x2, iJ) with x0, xl, x, E F,, x0 # x, # 
x2 f x0, b(x, - xi) + c(x,, - x2) = 0 and {(go, i,), (g’, i,), (g*, is)} E @, this 
gives q(q - 1) rzz blocks. 
(3) Choose four elements uj, uj (j = 1,2) from I;,\(O, I} satisfying 
a(u,-1)+c(u,-v,)=O and a(u, - 1) + b(u, - 2~) = 0. 
Such four elements certainly exist and we have uj # vi. Then, we specify Yj 
consisting of two parts as follows: 
Part (i). ((4 io), (x, ii), (x, iJ, (x, i3)) with x E F, and 
(i,, ii, i2, is) E L? (whenever for i o, i,, i, or i, appears co, omit the first 
coordinate x). Notice that (co, co, co, a) E .@I, and one can see this part 
contains q{ (1 + n)’ - 1 } + 1 blocks. 
Part (ii). ((xl + x,, i,), (UjX, + x2, i,), (UjX, + x2, iJ, (x2, i3)) with 
x1 E Ff, x,EF, and {(g”,io),(g’,i,),(g2,iZ),(0,i3))E(PI, this gives 
q(q - 1) ,’ blocks. 
ProoJ (1) Condition (C i) is obviously satisfied. 
(2) Next, we want to show that (C,) is satisfied. Note that b # 0, c # 0, 
and b + c f 0, then it is easy to see that 9m satisfies (C,). Let 
tx,i)EFqXIn, and P = (wo, WJ be an ordered pair of the set 
((F, X WJ I4)\l(x, 01, we are going to prove that there exists w, such 
that two, wl, w2) E L& Consider the 7 cases which exhaust all the 
possibilities: 
Case i. Pair P = ((x, io), (x, iJ) with i,, i, E (I,\(i}) U (co } (whenever 
00 appears for i, or i,, omit the first coordinate x). In this case, there exists 
i, such that (io, i,, i2) E q, then ((x, i,), (x, i,), (x, iz)) E Yx,i (Part (i)). 
Case ii. Pair P = ((x, i,), (x,, i2)) with x2 E F,\{x}, i, E I,\{i) and 
i,EI,. In this case there exist i’, i, E Irr) satisfying i’ 5 i, - i - 1 
(modnf 1) and {(g”,i’),(g’,i,),(g2,iZ)}E@, hence ((x,io),(b-‘(bx+ 
cx - cx*), i,), (x2, iJ) E YX,i (Part (iii)). 
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Case iii. Pair P = ((x0, i,,), (x, iJ) with x,, E F,\{x}, i, E I, and 
i, E I,\{ i}. 
In an analogous way to Case ii, it can be proved that there exist x,, i, 
such that ((x,, i,), (x,, iJ(x, i2)) E Q?~,~ (Part (vii)). 
Case iv. Pair P = (co, (x,, iJ) with x2 E F,\{x} and i, E I,. In this 
case, there exists i, such that {(go, n - 1 - i), (g’, ii), (g*, i2)} E a, hence 
(Co, (b-‘(bx + CX - CX2), i,), (X2, i2)) E ~~,i (Part (iv)). 
Case v. P = ((x0, i,), co) with x0 E F,\(x) and i, E I,,. In an analogous 
way to Case iv, it can be proved that there exist xi, i, such that 
((x0, i,), (xl, il), co) E iy,,i (Part (viii)). 
Case vi. Pair P = ((x0, i,), (x2, i2)> with x0, x2 E F,\{x}, ax, + cx, f 
(a + c)x and i,, i, E I,. Taking x, = b-‘(ax + bx + cx - ax, - cx,), we have 
x,#x. On the other hand, there exists i, such that 
{(go, i,), (8, i,), (g’, 7Fi’ ~~11 E 0, hence ((x0, io), (x,, il>, (x2, i2)) E 2c.i 
(Part (ii)). 
Case vii. Pair P = ((x0, i,), (x2, i2)) with x0, x2 E Fq\{x}, ax, + cx2 = 
(a+c)x and i,, i,EZ,. In this case, there exists i’ E I, such that 
((go, i,), (g’, i’), ( g2, i2)} E a. If i’ # n - 1 - i, then there exists i, E I, such 
that i,-i’+i+ 1 (modn+ l), and ((x0, i,), (x, i,), (x2, i2)> E i4,.i 
(Part (v)), and if i’ = n - 1 - i, then ((x0, io), co, (x2, i2)) E 9X,i (Part (vi)). 
Also, it similarly can be proved, that for any two ordered pairs (wo, w,) 
and (wi, w2) of the set ((F, x I,) U {co })\{ (x, i)}, there exist WA and w; such 
that (wo, w, , wi) and (~6, w, , w2) belong to 9X,i. It is evident that the eight 
parts of Q?X,i are pairwise disjoint, and the total number of blocks in .5FXqi is 
n*q*, then it follows that 9?X,i satisfies condition (C,). 
(3) We now proceed to show that condition (C,) is satisfied. Each 92pj 
contains (1 + qn)* blocks, therefore we have only to show that every pair 
P=((Z~,W~),(Z~,WJ} belongs to @ (j= 1,2), where zi,zkeF4, zi#z, 
and Wir wk E (F, X I,,) U {co } (for definition of @j, see Section 2). We 
discuss only the case zi = g’, zk = g2 here, the other cases are similar to it. 
(i) Let wi = (x,, i,) and wk = (x2, i2) both belong to Fq x Z,. If 
xi # x2, since uj # vi, we have a solution xi, x; (xi # 0) of the following 
simultaneous equations: ujx; +x;=xl, vjx; +x;=x,. Obviously, 
((g’, i,), ( g2, iz)) E a. Therefore P E @ (Part (ii)). And if x, = x2, since 
there exist i,, i, such that (i,, i,, i,, i3) E L?j(C3), we have P E @j as well 
(Part (i)). 
(ii) Let wi = co, wk = (x,, &)(x2 E Fq,f2 E I,). As @ s$sfles (C,), 
there exist i,, i, satisfying (i,, co, i, , i3) E .YJ, therefore P E aJ (Part (i)). 
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Again, let w,=co, wk=co or wi=(xl,jl), w,=co(x,EFq,i,EI,), we 
attain P E @ (Part (i)) in the same way. 
(4) For any w  E (F, x I,) U {co }, (w, w, w, co) obviously belongs to @, 
hence (C,) is satisfied. 
(5) We now proceed to show that condition (C,) is also satisfied. Let T 
be an ordered triple of the set (F, X I,) U {co ). Consider the next 9 cases 
which exhaust all the possibilities. 
Case i. Triple T = ((x, i,), (x, il), (x, i2)), x E Fq and i,, i,, i, E I, U { 00 } 
(whenever 0~) appears for i,, i, or i,, omit the first coordinate x). Since 
LD[I, U {cc }] satisfies (C,), either there exists i E I, U { 00 } such that 
(i,, i,, i2) E 2$, then T E ik?,,i or gm (Part (i)); or there exist j, i, such that 
(io, i, , i,, i3) E 2?‘, therefore ((x, i,,), (x, il), (x, iz), (x, i3)) E Yj (Part (i)). 
Case ii. T = (co, (x,, iJ, (x2, i2)), x,, x2 E F,, x, # x2 and i,, i, E I,,. In 
this case, there exists i’ E I, such that {(go, i’), (g’, i,), (g*, i2)} E @, hence 
T E 2’?X,i, where x = (b + c)-‘(bx, + cx2) and i = n - 1 -i’ (Part (iv)). 
Case iii. Triple T= ((x0, i,), coo, (x2, i2)) or T= ((x0, io), (xl, i,), oo>, 
x~,x~,x~EF~,x~#x~#x~ and io,i,,iZEI,. As in the above case, it can 
be proved that T E YX,i for certain x and i (Part (vi) and (viii)). 
Case iv. T= ((x0, i,), (xl, iA, (x2, i2)), x0,x1,x2 E F,, 4x0 -xl> + 
c(x,, - x2) # 0, a(x, -x0) + c(x, - x2) # 0, a(x2 -x0) + b(x2 - x,) f 0 and 
i,, i, , i, E In_: In this case, there exists i’ such that ((go, i,), (g’, i,), 
( g2, i’)} E a. If i, = di’ (i E I,), then T E 9X,i, where x = (a + b + c)-’ 
(ax0 + bx, + cx2) (Part (ii)). 
Case 6). Triple T = ((x0, i,), (x,, i,), (x2, i2>), x0, x,, x2 E Fq, 
W. - x1) + 4x0 - x2) = 0, x0 f x1, i,, i, , i, E I,, and ((go, i,), (g’, i,), 
(g’, i2)} 66 a. Let i’ satisfy {(go, i’), (g’, il), (g’, i2)} E d and we have 
i’ # i,. There exists i E I,, satisfying i z i, - i’ - 1 (mod II + l), and 
T E .Y?Xxo,i follows (Part (iii)). 
Case vi. Triple T = ((x0, i,), (x1, iI>, (x2, i2)>, x0, x,, x2 E Fq, 
a(x,-x,)+c(x,-x,)=0 or 4x2 -x0) + b(x2 -xl) = 0, x275x1, 
i,, i,, i, E 1, and {(go, io), (g’, iI), ( g2, i2)} 6? 6. 
As in the above case, it can be proved that T E YX,i for certain x and i 
(Part (v) and (vii)). 
Case vii. Triple T = ((x0, i,), (x,, iJ, (x2, i2)>, x0, x1, x2 E F,, 
%% - xi) + c(xo - x2) = 0, x, f x0 and {(go, i,), (g’, i,), ( g2, iz)} E @. In 
this case, T E Ym (Part (ii)). 
Case viii. Triple T = ((x0, i,), (x,, il), (x2, iJ), x0, x,, x2 E F,, 
a(x,--x,)+c(x,-x,)=0, x,#x, and {(g”,i,),(g’,i,),(g2,iZ)}~@. Let 
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xi, X; be the solution of the following simultaneous equations: xi + xi = x,, 
and U,X; + xi = xi. Obviously, xi # 0. Meanwhile, we have v,x; + xi =x2. 
Let 4 satisfy {(go, io), (g’, il), (g’, i2), (0,i3)} E a, then ((x0, i,), (x,, i,), 
(x2, i2), (xi, i3)) E 9’ (Part (ii)). 
Case ix. Triple T = ((x0, i,), (x1, i,), (x2, i2)), x0, xl, x2 E F,, 
a(x2 - x0> + 4x2 - x1) = 0, x1 # x0 and {(go, i,), (g’, i,), ( g2, i2)} E a. As 
in the above case, it can be proved that there exist xi and i, such that 
((x0, i,), (xl, i,), (x2, i2), (x$,i3)) E 9* (Part (ii)). 
The proof of Theorem 6A is completed. 
THEOREM 6B. If q is a prime power greater than 4, then 1 + 6q E D. 
Construction. If q = 2”, we write 1 + 6q = 1 + 2”+ ’ . 3, since 4 E D* 
(Theorem 3) and there exists a pair of orthogonal Latin squares of order 3, 
then 1 + 6q E D follows from the Theorem 6A. Hence, we assume 
Char(F,) # 2. We shall use the same notations as in the Theorem 6A (except 
Uj and Vj’ see below). The only differences are here n = 6, and there exists no 
pair of orthogonal Latin squares of order 6 (note 7 E D, see Theorem 4). An 
examination of the preceding theorem shows however, that except for 9’ 
and Y*, to construct 9a and all YX,i does not need a pair of orthogonal 
Latin squares of order 6, and a transversal design T(3,6) = (Ft x I,, 9, a) 
is quite enough (9 = {{z) x I, 1 z E F$}). Here, we define @ as a class 
including all the blocks ((go, i,), (g’, i,), ( g2, i2)} with i,, i, , i, E I, and 
i, + i, + i, = 0 (mod 6). It easily can be seen that what we obtained is really 
a transversal design T(3, 6). Hence, all the constructions of 5& and all 
5FXx,i(x E F,, i E 1J have been given in the preceding theorem, and we only 
have to give the constructions of 9’ and 9’. 
We now write ujl and vj, instead of the previous notations uj and vj. We 
choose four elements uj2 and vj2 (j = 1, 2) from F,\(O, I}, satisfying the 
following: 
a(Ulk - 1) + c(u,,+ - vlk) = 0, a(vzk - 1) + b(v,, - uZk) = 0. k = 1,2; 
u(“j, vjl uj2vj*) = l, j= 1,2 
(a defined in Section 4). Let w, E Fg* (j = 1, 2) satisfying c(UJj) = 1, 
wj#v,,uJ;‘(l -ujl)(l -vi,)-’ and o~#v~~u,<~; take 
uj2=(1 +vjlUil(oj- l)(vj,-ujlwj)-i)-’ 
X (Ujl + VjlUjl(Wj - l)(Vj* - UjlWj)-‘), 
vi2 = (1 + vj,Ujr(wj- l)(Vj, - uj,wj)-y 
X (Vjl + Vjl Ujl(Oj - l)(Vj, - Ujl Wj)-I), 
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then all the above requirements are fulfilled. If q > 5, there must exist oj as 
above, therefore, there must exist uj2 and vi2 meeting the case. If q = 5, take 
a=b=c=l, u,, = v21 = v,* = u2* = 2, v,, = u,* = 4, v,, = u2, = 3, all the 
above requirements are fulfilled as well. Then, we can specify 4p’ (j = 1,2) 
‘as follows: 
Part (i). The same Part (i) as in the construction of Theorem 6A, this 
gives 1 + 48q blocks. 
Part (ii). Include every ordered quadruple ((x, + x2, i,), (ujkx, + x2, i,), 
(UjkXI +x2, i2), (x2, iJ) such that x1 E F,*, x2 E F,, k E { 1,2}. i,, i,, i, E I,, 
io E O(Ujk Ujk) (mod 2), (1) 
i, + i, + 0(X1 Ujk) E 0 (mod 21, (2) 
i, t i, - i, z 0 (mod 3), (3) 
and 
i, + i, t i, E 0 (mod 6). (4) 
Let k, x, and x2 be given. From Eqs. (1) and (4) we have 
i, + i, = c(Ujkvj,)(mod 2), and the number of ordered pairs (ii, iJ of I, 
satisfying this condition is 18. Then, Eq. (4) determines i,, Eqs. (2) and (3) 
determine i,. Since the number of (k, x1, x2) is 2q(q - l), then one sees that 
this part contains 36q(q - 1) blocks. 
Proof: (1) Condition (C,) is obviously satisfied. 
(2) Since it is the same 4pX,I(YW) as in the construction of the preceding 
theorem, naturally, condition (C,) is also satisfied. 
(3) Now we are going to prove that condition (C,) is satisfied. Each Yp’ 
contains (1 t 6q)’ blocks, and its first part is the same one as in the 
preceding theorem, therefore we have only to show that for any j E { 1,2} 
and any pair P={(z,,xj,i,), (zl,xJ,il)}(zs,zIEFq, zs#z,, x:,x:EF,, 
x; #X’ t , i,, i, E ZJ we have P E @ (definition of 6!” in Section 2). Consider 
these 6 cases which exhaust all the possibilities. 
Case i. s = 0, t = 1, z, = go, zI = g’. Since a(uj, vi,) f a(uj, viz) (mod 2), 
the value of k can be determined from the Eq. (1). Take the solution x, , 
x*(x1 # 0) of the following simultaneous equations: x, -t-x* =x; and 
aJkxl t x2 = xi. Then, the value of i, is determined by the Eq. (4), and the 
value of i, is determined by Eqs. (2) and (3). Therefore, P c {(go, x;, i,), 
(d,x;, il), (g*, vjkxl t x2, i2), (09x2, &)} E @. 
Case ii. s = 0, t = 2, z, = go, z, = g*. 
can prove P E @j. 
In an analogous way to (i), one 
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Case iii. s = 0, t = 3, z, = go, zI = 0. As in Case (i), first determine k, x, 
and x2. Next, determine i, by Eqs. (2) and (3). Finally, determine i, by 
Eq. (4). Then, P E @ follows. 
Case iv. s = 1, t = 2, z, = g’, zI = g’. First, determine i, by Eq. (4). 
Next, determine k, x1, x2 and i, as in Case (i), and P E @ follows. 
Case v. s = 1, t = 3, z, = g’, zI = 0. From Eq. (3) and (4) we have 
I’, - i, + i, s 0 (mod 3). (5) 
Since a(x,~jJ = o(xi -x;), the value of i, can be determined from the 
Eqs. (2) and (5). Next, determine i, by Eq. (4). Finally, determine k, x, and 
x2, and P E @ follows. 
Case vi. s = 2, f = 3, z, = g*, zt = 0. The value of u(x, uik) can be deter- 
mined from Eq. (2). Since u(xl bjk) = u(x; - xi), we can determine U(UjkVjk) 
from the equation: u(ujknjk) = u(xi uj,J + u(xi ujk) (mod 2). From U(Ujk ujk) 
we can determine k, x, and x2. Next, determine i, by Eqs. (1) and (3). 
Finally, determine i, by Eq. (4), and P E @ follows. 
(4) Since the first part of Y’j is the same one as in the preceding 
theorem, therefore, condition (C,) is satisIied. 
(5) Since the constructions of pa, all 9X,i (x E F,, i E I,) and the first 
part of ipj (j = 1,2) are identical with the ones of the preceding theorem, 
therefore, the proofs of the Cases i-vii of (5) in the preceding theorem still 
hold here. The remaining two cases are similar, therefore, to prove that 
condition (C,) is satisfied, it is enough to consider the ordered triple 
T= ((x6, i,), (xl, i,), (4, i2)) with x6,x;,x;EFq’,, io,i,,i2E16, 
a(x; - xb) + c(x; - xi) = 0, xb # xi and i, + i, + i, = 0 (mod 6). Take j = 1, 
as i, is given, the value of k can be determined from Eq. (1). Then, take the 
solution x1, x2 (x1 + 0) of the following equations: x, +x2 =x6 and 
ulkxl + x2 = xi, whence blkxl + x2 = xi. Take i, satisfying Eqs. (2) and (3), 
and we attain ((xb, i,), (xi, i,), (xi, i2), (x2, i3)) E 9’. The proof of 
Theorem 6B is completed. 
The Theorems 6A and 6B can be summarized as follows: 
THEOREM 6. If q is a prime power greater than 4 and 1 + n E D, then 
1 + qn E D. 
ProoJ If n # 2,6, then this theorem comes to the Theorem 6A, as there 
exists a pair of orthogonal Latin squares of order n by the Bose-Shrikhande- 
Parker Theorem [ 11. If n = 2, then 1 + n 4 D; and if n = 6, this theorem 
comes to Theorem 6B. 
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7. LD(5 + 8t) AND LD(7 + 12t) 
To begin, we give a construction of LD(13) here, which will be useful 
later. Since 4-E D (Theorem 3), let there be given an LD[Z, U { a~}] = 
(~0,~,~~,.$,,5?7L,5?2} with (k,k,k, co)E (5.?“n5?2) for every 
k E (Z, U (co}). We are going to construct an LD[ (F4 X Z,) U ( 00 )] = 
(pX,,k 1 x E F,, k E Z,} U {pm,5!‘, Y’}. YX,k (x E F,,, k E Z,) consists of 13 
parts. The forms of the ordered triples contained in each part will be 
specified as follows (z runs over Ft, i runs over Z,): 
Part (9. ((x3 k,), (x, k,), (x, k2)) with (k,, k, , k,) E ipk (whenever co 
appears for k,, k, or k,, omit the first coordinate x), this gives 9 blocks. 
Part (ii). ((x, 1 + k), (x + z, i + k), (x + z, i t k)), this gives 9 blocks. 
Part (iii). ((x + z, i t k), (x, 1 t k), (x + z, i t k)), this gives 9 blocks. 
Part (iv). ((x + z, i t k), (x + z, i + k), (x, 1 t k)), this gives 9 blocks. 
Part (v). ((x, 2 + k), (x + z, i + k), (x + gz, -i + k)), this gives 9 blocks. 
Part (vi). ((x + gz, -i + 1 t k), (x, 2 t k), (x t z, i + k)), this gives 9 
blocks. 
Part (vii). ((x + z, i + k), (x + gz, -i - 1 + k), (x, 2 + k)), this gives 9 
blocks. 
Part (viii). ((x + z, i f 1 + k), (x + z, i F 1 + k), (x + gz, -i + k)), this 
gives 18 blocks. 
Part (ix). (x + gz, - i t 1 t k), (x t z, i f 1 + k), (x + z, i T 1 + k)), 
this gives 18 blocks. 
Part (x). ((x t z, i T 1 + k), (x t gz, -i - 1 + k), (x t z, i f 1 t k)), 
this gives 18 blocks. 
Part (xi). (co, (x + gz, -i - 1 t k), (x + z, i + k)), this gives 9 blocks. 
Part (xii). ((x + z, i + k), co, (x + gz, -i + k)), this gives 9 blocks. 
Part (xiii). ((x t gz, -i + 1 + k), (x + z, i + k), co), this gives 9 blocks. 
There are 144 blocks altogether. Note that the Parts (ii)-(xiii) have the 
following property: the first coordinate of each one (not ~0) of the three 
elements in every block contains a summand x, and the second coordinate 
contains a summand k. 
Y& consists of two parts as follows: 
Part (i). ((x, k,), (x, k,), (x, k2)) with x E F, and (k,, k, , k,) E $a) this 
gives 36 blocks. 
Part (ii). ((x, k,), (x t z, k,), (x + g2z, k2)) with x E F4, z E F:, 
k,, k, , k, E Z, and k, + k, + k, E 0 (mod 3), this gives 108 blocks. 
JYj (j = 1,2) consists of two parts as follows: 
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Part (9. (6, _If,>, (x, k,), (x, k,), (x, k,)) with x E F,, 
(k,, k, , k,, k3) E ip’ (whenever a appears for k,, k, , k, or k,, omit the first 
coordinate x), this gives 61 blocks. 
Part (ii). ((x + gz, k,), (x + g*z, k,), (x + z, k,), (x, k,)) with x E F4, 
z E Ff, k,,k,,kZ,k3EZ3,ko+k,+k2rj(mod3), and k, = 
k, - k, (mod 3), this gives 108 blocks. 
It can be easily checked that all of the conditions (C, j(C,) are satisfied 
for LD( 13) given above, but this verification is rather tedious and will be 
omitted here. 
Finally, as an application of Theorem 6, and for the convenience of use, 
we shall prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM 7. If t is a nonnegative integer, then 7 + 12t E D and 
5 + 8t E D. 
Proof. We write n = 7 + 12t = 1 + 6n,, where n, is an odd number. If 
n, = qn,, q is a prime power greter than 4 and 1 + 6n, E D, then n E D by 
Theorem 6. Therefore, we have only to consider the cases n, = 1, 3, but that 
7 and 19 belong to D has been proved already (Theorem 4). This proves 
7+ 12tED. 
As 5 and 13 E D have been proved before (see Theorem 4 and above), 
5 + 8t E D can be proved in the same way. 
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